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We build our Sliding Doors with a strong 
stainless-steel frame, and fit them with a custom 
made security glazing – maximising a store’s security 
without compromising on light or aesthetics.

Sliding Doors are a great option for high value retailers, 
especially in shopping districts with a lot of footfall. A 
sliding door enables retailers to safely let customers 
in and out, with the fully glazed security panel 
providing staff with a key tool for natural surveillance.

Our Sliding Doors are currently the highest certified 
glazed sliding security door on the market. They 
have been tested and certified by LPCB at BRE to LPS 
1175 SR3.

With its sleek frontage there are no handles, or 
features, that stick out for armed criminals to try to prise 
open or attempt to climb inside. 

We can install Sliding Doors as a pair, creating an 
Interlocking Door solution, providing staff and 
customers with an extra layer of security, preventing
the threat of tailgating. The combination of 2 Sliding 
Doors allows for a narrower interlock – saving store 
floor space. Whereas with hinged doors, there is always 
a need for them to have space to swing open.

Warrior Sliding Doors benefit from a deadbolt locking solution which maximises security when the store is 
closed. As well as being secure, our high-security sliding doors are also a perfect option for accessibility. 
Prospective customers with mobility issues, or those who might struggle with opening a heavy hinged door – often 
typical of taller shop fronts – will not have to physically open it.

Sliding Doors provide a smart contactless entrance solution for customers, allowing them to avoid the possibility 
of picking up viruses and germs through direct contact, which is especially important in the age of Covid-19. Store 
staff can control a sliding door via a unique fob or with a concealed button behind the counter.

Our Sliding Doors are powered by a robust Swiss made auto-operator. Staff at the store are able to open or 
close the door from a distance via fobs, or by a button behind the counter.

If you are interested in our Sliding Doors or would like to know more about our 
range of High Value Retail products, please call us on 0121 706 8400 or email us 
at sales@warriordoors.co.uk


